TRIPPLETS

These are three-word phrases split up into groups of three letters. However, as hinted at by the title (a deliberate misspelling of TRIPPLETS), there are spurious letters in each one. When decoded, the phrases are:

ÆEAR NOSE THROAT
HĽUEY DEWEY LOUIE
LIVGHTS CAMERA ACTION
BACİON LETTUCE TOMATO
CONTŔROL ALT DELETE
FRIENDS ROMANS COUNTRYMEN
FAITH HİOPE CHARITY
VENI VIDMI VICI
SNAP CRACQKLE POP
LIVE LONG PNROSPER

Spurious letters are underlined. One spurious letter is in the first position of its phrase, one spurious letter is in the second position, and so on. When put in order of when they appear, it spells ALVIN SIMON, which makes the answer the third in this group: THEODORE (of the Chipmunks).